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Let {A,) be a family of sets and let S = U, A,. By a positional game we shall 
mean a game played by two players on (Ai). The players alternately pick elements 
of S and that player wins who fist has all the elements of one of the A,. This paper 
deals with almost disjoint hypergraphs only, i.e., IA,nA,I Q 1 if i# j. Let M*(n) 
be the smallest integer for which there is an almost disjoint n-uniform hypergraph 
IF\ = M*(n), so that the first player has a winning strategy. It is shown that 
lim [M*(n)]“” = 4, which was conjectured by Erdiis. The same method is applied 
to irove a conjecture of Hales and Jewett on r-dimensional tick-tack-toe if r is large 
enough. Finally we prove that for an arbitrary almost disjoint n-uniform 
hypergraph the second player has such a strategy that the first player unable to win 
in his mth move if m < (2 - 6)“. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A hypergraph is a collection of sets. This paper deals with finite 
hypergraphs only. The sets in the hypergraph are called edges, and the 
elements of these edges are points. The hypergraph is n-uniform if every edge 
has n points. 
The letters .F, 59, SF denoe hypergraphs, the letters A, B, C denote edges 
and the letters x, y, U, z denote points. 
1231 denote the number of elements H. 
DEFINITION 1.1. We say that the hypergraph Sr is almost disjoint if 
IAifTAj(< 1 for every A,,A,ESr (i#j). 
DEFINITION 1.2. The chromatic number of a hypergraph is the least 
number k, such that the points can be k-colored so that no edge is 
monochromatic. A hypergraph F is said to have property B if Sr is 2- 
chromatic. 
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Let m(n) [m*(n)] be the smallest integer so that there is an n-uniform 
hypergraph .F, IF] = m(n) [almost disjoint n-uniform hypergraph 
%F, IFI = m*(n) J so that F is 3-chromatic, i.e., ST does not have property 
B. 
It is known from [l-3 J 
n1/3-oc1t2n < m(n) < n22n, 
4”/n3 < m*(n) < n44n. (1.1) 
Now following Hales and Jewett [4] we define a positional game 
connected with property B. 
DEFINITION 1.3. By a positional game POS(F, m) we shall mean a 
game played two players on the hypergraph ST. The rules are that each 
player, in turn, claims as his own a previously unclaimed point of 
s = U.40 A. The game proceeds until m - m points has been claimed by the 
players. That player wins who first claimed every point of some A EST, or 
else the game is a tie. If m = ]S1/2, i.e., the game proceeds until every point 
of S has been claimed, the game will be denoted simply by POS(F). 
Let M(n) [M*(n)] be the smallest integer for which there is an n-uniform 
hypergraph ST, ]sTl = M(n) [almost disjoint n-uniform hypergraph 
.F, lSrl= M*(n)] so that the first player has a winning strategy in POS(F). 
A well-known argument shows that if Sr is 3-chromatic, then in the game 
POS(F) the first player can win (see [4]). Thus we have 
M(n) < m(n), M*(n) < m*(n). (1.2) 
Erdiis and Selfridge determined the exact value of M(n), namely, in [5] it 
has been proved M(n) = 2”-‘. This means that M(n) has a similar order of 
magnitude to m(n) if n tends to infinity, explicitly 
lim [M(n)]“” = .$i [m(n)] 1/n = 2. 
n-+02 
Erdos suggested (oral communication) that the true order of magnitude of 
M*(n) is about 4”. We shall prove this conjecture. 
THEOREM 1.1. 
M*(n) 2 4”-2fi/64n2 
By (1.1) and (1.2) we get 
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COROLLARY. 
lim [M*(n)]“” = .t,m, [m*(n)]“” = 4. 
n-+o3 
Second, we deal with winning strategies having minimal length. Let L(n) 
[L*(n)] be the smallest integer for which there is an n-uniform [almost 
disjoint n-uniform] hypergraph Y so that the first player has a winning 
strategy in POS(Sr, L(n)) [POS(sT, L*(n))]. 
It is very simple to prove that L(n) = n. We shall prove that L*(n) is 
much larger than L(n). 
THEOREM 1.2. 
L*(n) > max{2 (11-1)f2,2n-2fi/4~2} 
COROLLARY. 
lim [L*(n)]“” = 2. 
?I-+02 
Indeed, Erdos and Lovasz [3] constructed a 3-chromatic almost disjoint n- 
uniform hypergraph having at most n42” points, hence L*(n) < r~~2~. 
The last result of this paper will be concerned with a particular class of 2- 
player positional games, namely, generalizations of tick-tack-toe. The 
traditional tick-tack-toe game is played on a 3 X 3 array of point in the 
plane. For positive integers n and r, the “n’-game” is played on a 
nxnx*** x n (r times) array of points in r-dimensional Euclidean space. If 
we choose as a “board” the set 
s; = ((a,,..., a,): 1 Q ai < n for all i), 
then A is in P”,, the collection of winning sets (paths), in case A consists of 
n points in a straight line. An equivalent characterization of A E FL, is that 
the points of A in some order, are a,, a2 ,..., a,, where ai = (a,, , Ui2,.*., a,,) and, 
for each j, the sequence (a,, , aZj ,..., aaj) is one of the following: 
(1, L..., I), (2, 2 )...) 2) )...) (n, n ,...) n), (1, 2 )...) n), (n, n - l)...) 1). 
In traditional tick-tack-toe the second player can achieve a tie. Hales and 
Jewett [4] proved that, if n > 3’- I (n odd) or n > 2’+’ - 2 (n even), then 
the second can force a tie, but for each n there is an r,, so that for r ) r,, the 
first player can win. The above mentioned theorem of Erdiis and Selfridge 
immediately implies that the second player can force a tie if II > cr log r. 
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This result still falls short of the conjecture of Hales and Jewett that the 
second player can force a tie if 
2r 
n > 2(2”‘- 1)-i Gz-, 
log 2 
i.e, that the total number of points be greater than twice the total number of 
paths. Our Theorem 1.3 implies this conjecture if r 2 100. 
THEOREM 1.3. Zf n > (log 3/lag 2)r + 4(r log r)i” + 4 and r > 100, then 
the second player can force a tie in the n’-game. 
Note that if n > r + 1, then in the n’-game the collection of paths has 
property B (see [4, 71). 
Finally we mention one of the most interesting unsolved problems: let us 
given an arbitrary n-uniform hypergraph ST, then for what order of 
magnitude of d(r) has the second player a drawing strategy in P@?(X), 
where d(F) denote the maximal degree of Sr. 
2. LEMMA A 
In this paper we shall use the term “connected” in an unconventional 
sense. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Say that a subset 3 cST is connected if there exists 
an edge A of w  such that the sets A n Bi (B, E dap) are pairwise disjoint 
and non-empty (we say also: Z is connected by A). 
Let 
;r’= U B :RcF, /RI =&‘andRis connected , 
BEY !  
t = 2, 3 ,..., n - 1. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let ST be an n-uniform hypergraph, let S, I> 
s, 3 .f* 1 S, be a decreasing sequence of the subsets of S = UAE,fA, and 
let e (2 ,< 6’( n - 1) be an integer, then we define a new 2-player game 
POS(I, ;T, IS,};“= i) as follows: The players claim alternately the points of S, 
but the new rules are that the second player in his ith move and the first 
player in his i + 1 move are obliged to claim an unclaimed point of S,, i.e., 
iY i,Xi+*} =siv i = l,..., m, 
where x, ,..., x, and y, ,..., y,,, denote the points of the first and the second 
player, respectively. The first wins if he can claim “almost” every point of 
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some C E r’, explicitly, if there exist C E F’ and C, c C so that the first 
player has claimed every point of C\C, and C can be written in the form 
us=, A ij(,4 ij E X) with the properties 
ic,nq<e+ 1, j = l,..., c, 
and the second player has claimed no elements of C. Otherwise the game is a 
tie. 
It follows that if the first wins, then he claimed every points of C except at 
most !(e + 1) points. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Say that a functionf 
f :2sx2sx2s-+s 
is an universal drawing strategy for the second player in the game 
POS(P, ,F, m) if for each decreasing sequence {Si}y! I the choices 
Yi=f(si, { **’ 13 { *” })E si, {YIYes*, Yi-1) E si3 i = 1, 2,..., m 
guarantee a drawing strategy for the second in POS(e, ST, (S,}:! 1) (where 
xi ,..., x, and y, ,..., y, denote the points of the first and the second player, 
respectively, and 2’ denotes the power set of S). If m = 1 S (/2, then we write 
simply POS(C, T). 
The next lemma is a fundamental one in the proofs. 
LEMMA A. Let jT be an arbitrary almost disjoint n-uniform hypergraph 
and assume that there exists an integer e (2 <e Q n - 1) so that the second 
player has an universal drawing strategy in POS(e,.F, m), then the second 
can force a tie in the game POS(Sr, m), too. 
Proof: Let f denote the second player’s universal drawing strategy in 
POS(P, ST, m). The desired strategy will be a combination off and of the so- 
called strategy *. 
Strategy * means the following: Let us consider the game POS(9). When 
the first player selects from F a point with degree one, i.e., there exists 
exactly one edge containing this point, then the second player looks for 
unclaimed points in this edge. If there exists a such a point then he selects it. 
Otherwise he selects arbitrarily. 
The hypergraph F may be increasing, but if we know that a 
fixed edge of F always contains at least two unclaimed points 
with degree one, then using strategy * the second player can 
force that the first be unable to claim all the points of this 
edge. (2.1) 
This simple observation will be used later. 
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Now we define the desired drawing strategy in POS(jT m) by recursion. 
First, assume that every edge of the hypergraphs 3, j = l,..., i contains at 
least P + 2 points, where 
3= (A\{x,,...,x~} :A EST and A n {.Y,,***, Vi-,} =1zI}, 
and x,, x z ,..., y,, y, ,... denote the points of the first and the second player, 
respectively. Then the second player selects his next point yI as follows: 
where Si=S= UAEf A, and f is the universal drawing strategy in 
POS(P, F, m). 
Second let i, be the minimal s&ix so that TO has at least one edge 
containing exactly e + 1 points. Let 3$ denote3he set of these edges and Tj, 
denote the union of these edges, i.e., 
Tie= () B= u - 
BEYiO BE.F,o:lBl=t+l 
Then, as before, the second player selects his next point yiO byf; namely, 
where SiO = S\Tio. Later we shall reference to these points x, ,..., xi0 and 
y, ,..., yi, as “red points.” 
If the first player’s i, + I point will be from Ti,, then let it denoted by V, 
txio+ 1 will be used in the other case). In this case the second player selects 
his i, + 1 point z1 from qO using strategy *. Again, if the first player selects 
his i, + 2 point from T,,, then the second selects from q, using strategy *, as 
before, and so on. Let u,, v2 . . . . . zl, z2 ,... denote these points, respectively. 
We shall reference to these points as “blue points.” 
When the first player first selected his next point from Si,, then let it 
denoted by xiO+, . xiO+, will be a “red point. ” In general, assume that the first 
player’s “red points” are x, ,.,., xi, where 
xi E Si-17 (2.2) 
and the second player’s “red points” are y, ,..., yi-, (i > i, + 1). Now we 
define the hypergraph 5 as follows: throw away the edges of jT blocked by 
the points y, ,..., yi-,, and from the remaining edges throw away the points 
of x, ,..., xi, i.e., 
sq = (A\{x, ,..., xi} : A E 3- and An {ylr..., yi-l} =0). 
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Finally, let q be defined as the set of those edges of 4 containing exactly 
e + 1 points, and let Ti be the union of these edges, i.e., 
Then the second selects his next “red point” yi as follows: 
yi = f(Si, {XI ,..., Xi}, { .Y, ,..., yip]}) E Si, where Si = S\Ti* (2.3) 
After this if the first player selects his next point from Ti then 
the second selects by strategy * in .q (these points will be, by 
definition, “blue points”), and so on. (2.4) 
Thus the construction of the strategy is completed. Let xi, x2,..., x,, and 
0, ‘..., uq denote the first player’s red and blue points, respectively. Similarly, 
let y, ,..., yP and z, ,..., zq denote the second player’s red and blue points, so 
that p + q = m. 
Now we enumerate some simple consequences of the strategy. 
By (2.2) and (2.3) we get 
{YiVxi+ll csi, i = 1, 2,... . (2.5) 
Observe that 
s,I>s,3... 3s 
P’ (2.6) 
Indeed, by (2.3) and (2.5) { yi, xi+,} n Ti = 0, thus we have Ti c T,,, 
(i > i,). 
Equations (2.5) and (2.6) imply that on the “red points” xi,..., xP; 
yi,..., yp the players fullfilled the rules of the game POS(e,X, {Si}p=,). To 
select his “red points” the second used the universal drawing strategy f (see 
(2.3)), hence this game is a tie. This means that: 
if C E ;T’ then 
(2.7) 
CniY ,,... , y,} # 0 or ]C\(x, ,..., x,}l > t(e + 1). 
Now we are ready to prove Lemma A. Let A* be an edge of F which is 
not picked by the second player, i.e., A* n ( y ,,..., y,} = 0. We must show 
that the first player is unable to cover A*. 
First observe that 
IA* n {x1,..., x,}l<n-e- 1. (2.8) 
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Indeed, if JA*n {x ,,..., xi}1 = n -I - 1, where i denote the minimal suffix 
with this property, then by the definition of ,q we have A *\{xi ,..., xi) E q. 
On the other hand, g c g+, c . . . c .FP, thus we get A* n {x, ,..., xi) = 
A* n (x, ,..., xi ,..., x,), so (2.8) is verified. 
We distinguish two cases according as the cardinality of A* n (x, ,..., xp} 
is less than n-e- 1 or equal to n-k- 1. 
Case 1. (A* n (x, ,..., xp}i < n -I - 1. 
We shall prove /A* n {ui,.... us}/ <e - 1. If it were not true, we could 
choose a suffix i so that there exist e edge of q 1, ,..., A; with the property 
A* nz, = (Us,}, k = l,..., e, (2.9) 
where A* n {ul ,..., uq} 3 (vi ,,..., vi,}. Note that the edges Ak k = l,..., & are 
pairwise different since ST is almost disjoint. By the definition of q we can 
choose edges A,, k = l,..., e from F so that 
A, = A,\@, ,...,‘x,}, k = l,..., e. (2.10) 
Let ui=, A, be denoted by C, then by (2.9) and (2.10) we obtain C EST’. It 
is easy to see that C is disjoint from ( y, ,..., y,}, thus by (2.7): 
I C\{x, 3*+-T x,}l > e(e + 1). 
On the other hand 
since IJ,I = e + 1, (1 < k < k’). Hence, our indirect assumption leads to a 
contradiction. 
Case 2. iA* n {x, ,.,., x,)l=n4- 1. 
Let AT = A*\{x, ,..., x,,}. We must show that (vi,..., u4} $A?. When the 
second selects his “blue points” then he uses strategy *, therefore by AT E Fp 
and (2.1) it suffices to show that AT has at least two points with degree one 
in FP. To prove it we shall use the same argument as in Case 1. Indeed, 
suppose that AT has at most one point with degree one in %. Since 
IA?/=/+ 1, there are edges l,,...,xc of q so that the sets ATnxk, 
k = l,..., e are pairwise disjoint and non-empty. Therefore 
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C = ui=, A, E X’, where the edges A, are defined by 2, = A,\(x, ,..., x,,}. 
Clearly 
cn {Y,,..., Y,} =0, 
I C\{x, ,--*1 xp}l= 
which contradict (2.7). This completes the proof of Lemma A. 
3. LEMMA B 
Let d(Y) denote the maximal degree of Sr, i.e., d(sT) = 
max,,, [{A E .F : x E A}(. 
LEMMA B. If lFl”‘d(;r) < (e/6n) 2”- (3’2”, then the second player has a 
universal drawing strategy in POS(C, .F) (2 Q C < n - 1). 
ProoJ We shall use the “weight function” method. Suppose that the 
players alternately picked the points xi, y, , x2, y, ,..., xi and let 
F{=(C\{x ,,..., xi}:CEX’ and Cn{y ,,..., yip,}=a}. 
We wish to choose a good point for the second. Here is the strategy: give 
each point a value which is the sum of the values of each edge of Fi it 
belongs to. The value of such an edge with j points remaining is 2-j. In the 
ith move pick from Si a point of largest value. 
To prove that the first player cannot win, we show that the sum rpi of the 
values of all the edges of Si is less than 2- ‘(“l) for all i. Indeed, if the first 
wins in his ith move, then there exists C* E ;T’ having the properties 
I c*\p, ,*a*, xi}l <le(! + l> and C*n{Y 1 ,-**, Y,-, } = 0. 
Thus we get 
(Di > 2-lc*\lxl.....x’ll > 2-u+ 1). 
First we show 
‘p, < 2-m+ 1), (3.1) 
By definition 
(3.2) 
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A simple argument shows that 
(3.3) 
on the other hand for each C E F 
where C= u Aij,AijESr j = l,..., e. (3.4) 
j=l 
Summarising (3.2), (3.3), (3.4), and the hypothesis of the lemma we obtain 
(3.1). 
Our last step is to show 
Pi+1 G Pi7 i = 1, 2,... . (3.5) 
To prove it we shall use the idea of Erdiis and Selfridge (see IS]). Before the 
i + 1 move of the first player the sum of the values of all sets is pi -,u, where 
p is the sum of the values of the sets just blocked by the second player. Now 
on the first player’s next move he doubles the value of each set containing 
the point picked, i.e., he adds the sum of their previous values $ to pi -,u. 
But p’ <p since ,c was a maximum therefore pi+ i < pi -p + p’ < pi. This 
proves the lemma. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 
Observe that F”, is almost disjoint. It is known from 16, 81: 
]F~/ = (l/2){ (n + 2)’ - nr}. On the other hand, it is easy to see that the 
maximal degree of GL is <(3’- 1)/2. A simple computation shows that we 
may apply Lemma B, i.e., 
where n > (log 3/lag 2)r + 4 \/;iogr + 4, r > 100 and e = [d(2,/3)r log r]. 
By the application of Lemma B and Lemma A we obtain Theorem 1.3. 
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
Let Sr be an almost disjoint n-uniform hypergraph having ]Sr( < 
4’-*fi/64n2. We must prove that the second player has a drawing strategy 
in POS(sT). 
We define a hypergraph y playing an auxiliary role in the proof. Let, for 
each edge A EF, g(A) be a point of A with maximal degree and set 
A”=A\{g(A)},$= {kf:AU-}. 
We assert that the maximal degree of y is < dm. Indeed, let 
A be those edges of F containing x, and assume the contrary, that 
fk7-- n 1x1. By definition g(A,),..., g(A,) must have degree & in jr, 
furthermore, they are pairwise different points since s’ is almost disjoint. 
Hence counting the number of pairs (x, A) for x E A E X in two different 
ways we obtain 
a contradiction. 
We shall prove that the second player has a drawing strategy in POS(F), 
and thereby prove the theorem. Using the inequalities 
it is easy to check that by selecting e = [dm we can apply Lemma B, 
i.e.. 
where e = [dm]. So Lemma B and Lemma A complete the proof. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
First we investigate the case m Q 2 (“-1Uz. We shall use again the “weight 
function” method. Suppose that the players alternately picked the points 
Xl. Yl, x2, y2r...7 x, and let 
&={AESr:An{y ,,..., yi-,I=0 and (An{x ,,..., xi}\>2...>2}. 
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Clearly F, = 0. Give each point y E S = U,., E +t a value oi(y), where 
oJy)= \’ 2-M\‘” IV.... Xill 
A=, 
Y,=A 
and let y, be a point of largest value. 
We shall prove that using this strategy the second can force a tie. Let 
‘pi = \‘ 2-IA\lxl....J’ll 
9 i = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
AE?-i 
Observe that the first case will follow from (D,,, < 1. In order to prove this we 
require the following inequality 
vli+l<~i+i/2”-*. (6.1) 
To verify assertion (6.1) we observe 
Pi+ 1 G Pi - PitYi) + PiCxi+ 1) + Pi+ I($+ 119 
where 
‘pi+,(&+,)= x 2-I.4\l*l~~..Jf+llI 
A E.F/+I 
and &+, contains those edges of F for which A n ( y, ,..., yi) = 0, 
IA n {Xl ,***, x,}l = 1 and xi+, E A. Sr is almost disjoint, from this follows 
that different edges of R(+ i contain different points of (xl,...,xi}, hence 
IFi+,) <i. On the other hand IA n {x ,,..., xi+,}1 = 2 for every A Exi+,, 
thus pi+ i(xi+ ,) < i/2”-*. Finally lo@,+,) < Uli(Ui) since Uli(Vi> was a 
maximum. Summarising we get 
ST; = 0 implies cpr = 0, therefore using (6.1) we obtain 
m-1 i 
pm< T y-c-- m* <I 
,y, 2”- 2”-’ ’ 
if m ,< 2’n-“‘2, 
which was to be proved. 
Second, we investigate the case m < 2”-2 fi/4n2. The basic idea of the 
proof is similar to the first case, however, the technical execution is not quite 
so simple. 
By Lemma A it will be sufficient to show that for a suitable e 
(2 ,<e,< n - 1) the second player has an universal drawing strategy in the 
game POS(I, F, m). 
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Suppose that the players alternately picked the points xi, yi, x2, y2,..., xi 
and let F&, k = 1, 2,... be defined as follows: C E Fk,i holds if and only if 
the conditions (6.2) and (6.3) are satisfied, where 
C may be written in the form UecpB, where R(cF) is 
connected by an edge A E w  and JR] = k; for every 
BEG?@ (6.2) 
I( \( 
B u B’ U A 
)) 
n {x1,..., xi} < 2. (6.3) 
B’E yn\(m 
Evidently 0 =Fk,i cY& c +.s C.-F&. 
The following “weight functions” shall play auxiliary role: 
pk.i = 
\’ 
u 
2-Ic\lx1,...J’II 
3 
C~3,,i:Cn(Y,,....Yi-,l=0 
(Dk,i(Y) = 
2-Ic\x”...Jill for YES= u A. 
c~.~k,i:CnlY I...., Yi&,l=O,YEC A ~3 
Our main “weight function” will be Ye,,(y), namely, give each point y E Sr 
the value Ye Jy), where e = [dm] and 
ul,,i(y) = i 8-” -k’k(Pk,&). 
k=2 
Our aim is to choose a good point from S,. Here is the desired universal 
drawing strategy: let yi E S,\{x, ,..., xi, y, ,..., yi- r} be a point of largest 
value, i.e., 
yfJ(yi) = YESi\(X 1,‘. :: I,..., Y,&,) yLi(y)9 e = rm1. 
The theorem will follow from 
9Pl*m < 2-“‘+ l), where e = (dm] and m < 2”-2@/4n2. (6.4) 
Indeed, assume the contrary, that the first player wins in a game 
POS(C, Sr, {Si};“=,). Then by Definition 2.2 there exists edge C* = 
Us= i Br E Ff having the properties 
c* n { Y 1 ,..., y,} = 0 and ] BT n {x, ,..., x,}l > n - t - 1 
for allj (l<j<Q. Let {BT}f=, be connected by A*ESr. If n>2e+3, 
then for every B,* (1 < j < e): 
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I( \i B/* i, BTuA* )I f-7 {x1 ,..., x,} >n--22(-1>2. i=I 
itj 
It follows that conditions (6.2) and (6.3) are satisfied, so C* ET,,. Thus 
we get 
pc,, > 2-ic*ux I,..., x,11 > yzf=, IBj\(X ,I..., xmll > y”‘+lJ, 
which contradicts (6.4). If n < 2( + 3 (e = [dm]), then n < 10, but in 
this case our assertion is trivial, since 
2”-2fi/4n2 < 1 if n<lO. 
To prove (6.4) we shall use the following “weight function” 
Yl,i = \’ 8-“-k”(ok,i. 
k’11; 
Evidently (P,,~ < Yl,i, therefore it suffices to prove 
Yf7, < 2-E”+ l’. (6.5) 
First observe that 
pk,it 1 i qk,i < - qk,i(Yi) + qk,dxi+ 1) + 2: 
2-IC\lJh.....~itlll* (6.6) 
CE~Tk.l+l\Fk.i 
If C ESTk,i+,E,l then C can be written in the form CUB where 
k-l 
C= u BjExk-l,i; 
j=l 
BEF; 
(6.7a) 
(6.7b) 
there exists A E F such that {B, ,,.., B,- i, 8) is connected by 2; (6.7~) 
I(&ziuK))n {xl,...,xijl = 1; (6.7d) 
xi+, E B\(&J&. (6.7e) 
Let B, ,..., B,- 1 be arbitrary edges of ;T, then for brevity let T(B, ,..., B,- L) 
denote the set of those edges B”EjT satisfying properties (6.7c), (6.7d) and 
(6.7e). Simple computation shows that for k > 3 we have 
(T(B, ,..., B,-,)i,<n 
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where 
k-l 
r= (jBj. 
I I 
(6.8) 
j=l 
Indeed, X is almost disjoint so A is determined by 2 f7 B, and An B,, so 
the number of all possible A is <(‘,). Furthermore, if 1 is fixed, then B is 
determined by $ n B and xi+ 1, hence (6.8) holds. A similar argument can be 
used to show 
Using these inequalities for k > 3 we obtain 
Hence, by the inequality 
I(c;uB)\{x,,...,xi+,}l 
= I C\{x, ,..., xill + Is\<eu {xl~***~xi+ll)l 
> I c’\{x, ,***, Xi}1 +n-k- 1 
we get 
f ,, ((k;l)n) 2-“+k+1t$+-~,i. 
For k = 2 we have 
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Returning now to (6.6) we see that 
VPk,it I G vlk,i - vlk,i(Yi) + (Dk,iCXit 1) 
+ n (‘k 3 2-“+k+‘Pk-,,i if k>3 (6.9) 
and 
pk,i+ I 1 9k.i < - pk,i(Yi) + V)k,icXl+ 1) 
+i 
(I 1 2-nfk+1 
if k = 2. (6.10) 
Multiplying (6.9) and (6.10) by 8-“-k” and summarising we have 
/I +& ( (t-21)n) 2-“+‘+‘I 
(6.11) 
since by definition Yt,i(xi+ ,) < Y,,,(y,). 
Adding m38- ‘(‘-‘) to both sides of (6.11) we get 
Y I.i-l + m38-i’f-2’ < { ul,,i + m’8- w-z)} I1 +n ((Ill)n) 2-“+4&,/ 
where p = WZ~~-‘(‘-~’ and E = n(“;““) 2-“+4’1 ‘. Simple computation shows 
that E ,< l/m, thus we have 
(!C,, +P> < W,, +P)(l + l/m)“-’ < 3(% +P>- 
On the other hand, Fk,r = 0 (k = 1, 2 ,...) imply ul,,, = 0, therefore 
Y[,, < 2/3. Simple computation shows that 2/I < 2-1)‘+1), so (6.5) is verified, 
completing the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
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